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 ] Contents  ] Overview

After entering a mysterious portal outside your house, you become trapped inside an ever shifting 
labyrinth of surreal environments, offices and slaughterhouses, unable to escape even in death. 
With the help of a powerful yet lazy demigod and a cursed sentient journal, try again and again to 
escape the labyrinth or even destroy it for good. 
 
Meat Portal is a first person roguelite in which players travel room to room through various 
unique environments in an attempt to escape the facility or destroy it for good. It features a card 
based inventory system that allows items to be stored, retrieved, and combined in interesting 
ways to save inventory space or upgrade their stats. Every mechanic, from the inventory to the 
save system is explained diegetically to increase immersion and form an interesting narrative 
 
The game revolves around trying to complete the game’s main goal of escaping, as well as 
discovering the mystery behind the facility’s existence.

Gameplay Pillars

• Procedural Generation - Game takes place in randomly generated levels made from premade 
rooms with random rewards.

• Inventory Management - Dealing with items should me more enjoyable than standard games.

• Fusion - Items can be combined together. Almost every item should be able to be fused with 
another item, with varying degrees of success.

• Diegesis - Every mechanic must be presented in a way that can be explained in-universe

• Combat - Fight enemies to progress. Items should mainly aid combat, providing weapons, 
protection, upgrades, or materials to upgrade through fusion.

• Exploration - Levels should have interesting content that makes the player curious to continue. 
Some rooms should exist simply for lore or exploration purpose (although not common) and 
there should also be secrets, such as secret areas and bosses.
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 ] Controls

Collect - Picks up an item into the currently selected card. If the card has an item already inside of 
it, then the item is dropped. If the item being collected is a card, then the card is instead added to 
their card reel, as cards cannot be put inside other cards.

Next/Previous Card - Adjusts which card is currently selected in the card reel by scrolling through 
the card reel like a carousel

Interact - Performs actions on an object, if the player is able to perform an action. For example, 
flipping a switch or talking to an NPC

Empty - Empties the currently selected card, dropping its item onto the ground

Equip - Equips the currently selected item to the player’s hand

Use - Performs the currently equipped item’s function. Some items can be used infinitely (swing 
sword), some can only be used once (drink potion). If the item has no defined use (brick) then it is 
used as a melee weapon

Drop - Drops the item from the currently equipped card onto the ground, as opposed to throwing 
it. Does not damage enemies or break the item unless the item falls for a long period (being 
dropped off a ledge, for instance)

Throw - Throws the the item from the currently equipped card at the player’s cross hair where 
the force is based on how long the throw key is held for. At half charge, the force is enough to 
damage an enemy and break the item if the item is made of a breakable material such as glass or 
china, as opposed to dropping it.

Movement - Moves the player at their base speed. 

Jump - Player jumps. If the jump button is held down they jump higher than if the button is 
pressed. If the player has a jetpack ability then they continuously move upwards while holding 
this button.

Crawl - Player moves at their crawl speed, which is roughly half their base speed, and shrinks 
their hitbox, allowing them to crawl through gaps and hide behind obstacles. 

Pause - Pauses the game, allowing the player to access the pause menu. If the game is already 
paused then pressing this button unpauses it. If the player is on the title screen, pressing this 
button closes the game (if they are using keyboard controls).

Inventory - Pauses the game. Allows the player to rearrange their card reel and view information 
about cards, as well as emptying cards. If the player is already in this menu then pressing this 
button closes it.

Journal - Pauses the game. Allows the player to access the journal menu without having to select 
it in the pause menu. If the player is already in this menu then pressing this button closes it.
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 ] User Interface

Main HUD

Journal

This is the game’s main HUD, which is active during the majority of gameplay. 

In the top left hand corner is the minimap, which displays the player’s current 
position, explored rooms, and discovered unexplored rooms. When a player 
enters a new room, all of the adjacent rooms are added to the unexplored 
room list.

Under that is the player’s currency, which is measured in kilojoules. This can be 
increased by collecting batteries, and can be spent buying various items in the 
shop. For more information, go to the section on the Item Shop

Under that is the player’s currently Equipped item. If the item has an amount of 
uses, the uses will be displayed next to the item name.

The journal is a cursed artifact that the player character is in permanent possession of, which 
allows the player to view stats and information about enemies that they have killed and items 
they have obtained, as well as information about the game’s materials.

The journal also sometimes talks to the player character, acting as a companion of sorts, although 
this can be turned off.

Despite the fact that the journal does contain UI elements, they are heavily intertwined with the 
game’s mechanics. Due to me not wanting to repeat myself too much, information about the 
journal, its mechanical purpose, and UI elements are available in the Journal subsection of the 
Mechanics section.

In the bottom left hand corner is the player’s Health Bar and 
Card Reel.

The Card Reel displays a selection of cards in a carousel 
fashion, and players can rotate through this using the Next/
Previous Card actions. The currently Selected card has a 
bright outline to make it stand out. 

As demonstrated in the lower image, once the player has 
not performed any actions related to the Card Reel for a few 
seconds, it retracts and only the Selected card is visible, to 
reduce screen clutter. Pressing any Card Reel related actions 
will cause the reel to extend back out.

Below the Card Reel is the player’s Health Bar. The amount of 
notches in the Health Bar change based on their max health, 
with each notch representing 10 health points. 

For more information, see the Health and Inventory 
subsections of the Mechanics section

The player has 110 max HP

The player has 160 max HP

The item the player is currently holding 
is displayed as a model in the right hand 
corner of their screen, as demonstrated 
with the gun.

The crosshair changes colour when 
pointed at an enemy to reflect their health100%-50% 50%-10% 10%-0%
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Inventory Fusion

The inventory screen contains a list of all of the player’s cards, which can be rearranged by 
dragging the cards into new positions, as well as the player’s current stats and effects. It is also 
used to see information about a selected card such as the item’s stats, aspects and lore.

Cards are highlighted by hovering over them, which will display their information on the right 
hand side of the screen. 

The fusion screen can be accessed by interacting with a Fusion Terminal, which can be found 
throughout the world. For more information about the fusion mechanic, see the Fusion page.

From this screen, players can combine two items together to make a third item with the 
combined properties and visuals of the original two items. This not only allows them to create 
more powerful weapons, but also allows them to free up inventory space.

When both slots aren’t full, the fusion result card is empty and displays information about the 
fusion process instead, stating “To fuse two items, drag their cards into the two slots and drag the 
newly produced item back into your inventory”

Cards can be clicked to select them and keep 
them highlighted, allowing a player to hover 
over certain terms in the description for more in 
depth information. Double clicking on a card will 
swap that card with the equipped card, which is 
displayed in the top left hand corner.

By pressing the Journal key while hovering over an 
item, you will be taken to a journal page for that 
item’s material.

Similarly to the inventory screen, 
players can hover over any card, 
including the fusion result, to see 
information about that card.

Items are dragged from the player’s 
inventory, which is presented at the 
bottom of the screen, into the two 
slots, to produce the fusion result, 
which can be dragged back into the 
player’s inventory to complete the 
fusion process.
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Above are some notes about sections of the flowchart that might be confusing or ambiguous due 
to deviations from what is standard practice

1) This game will contain content that will make people with certain phobias and traumatic 
experiences uncomfortable. While the player should certainly feel unease, they should not feel 
genuinely uncomfortable. For this reason, there is an option in the accessibility settings to turn off 
or censor potentially triggering content, such as spiders, blood and body horror. An exhaustive list 
has not been supplied as this will be created after extensive playtesting.

2) Advanced audio mixing, which allows players to adjust the volume of more specific categories 
under the SFX label. These categories will be “Enemies, player, interface, weapons, ambient, 
misc”. 

The main menu itself consists of footage of a portal ejecting raw meat into the surrounding area. 
The background is a generic scene from the last area the player visited, although players can 
configure it to a random area or an area of their choice in the UI settings menu.

The main menu with the options menu hovered over

The pause menu functions almost identically to the main menu, except the Extras button has 
been replaced with a button that allows the player to quit to the main menu instead of closing 
the game

Main Menu Flowchart
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 ] Mechanics

Procedural Generation

Every time the player starts a run, the world is randomly generated, so the player never 
experiences the same level twice. Levels are generated from a series of pre-made rooms stuck 
together.

S

D

T

B

The world generator works by creating a grid, and 
placing a Starting room[S] in the centre of the grid. The 
Generator then chooses a random position neighbouring 
a room, and places a new room in that position, it 
repeats this process until the total number of rooms are 
placed

The final rooms that are placed are the Treasure Room 
[T], Diner [D] and the Boss Room [B]. The Treasure Room 
and Diner are placed like regular rooms (With the added 
rule that they cannot neighbour each other)

The Boss Room also cannot neighbour the Treasure 
Room or Diner, and has the additional rule of needing 
extra space surrounding it, so that the room can be 
larger than a regular room. 

If the boss room is unable to be generated, then the game will dispose of the map and start again 
with a new one.

Health

The player starts off with 100 HP (Health Points), which represents their total life force. When the 
player dies, their character wakes back up in their bed in their house. The player can find items 
that give them an extra life, allowing them to respawn without losing their progress, although 
they are rare.

The player can heal by using healing items, potions, and consumables. They do not auto heal. The 
player can also find items and consumables that increase their maximum health.

Movement

The player moves at a base speed, which can be altered with different items and potion effects, 
although it can never be permanently upgraded like health can. The player can also crawl, which 
makes them smaller, harder to hit, and able to crawl under obstacles, although this decreases 
their movement speed.

Example map

Potions

During a run, players can find potions, which the player can drink or throw. There are 9 different 
colours available (Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Violet, White, Grey, Brown), and each one is 
randomly assigned an effect each run, as well as physical properties such as flammability. 

The effects being different each run adds an element of risk to the potions, since the player 
initially has no idea what they will do without experimentation.

Potions can be combined using the game’s fusion system. Primary colours can be combined to 
create secondary colours, and black and white can be combined to create grey, however every 
other combination will result in brown. 

Potions can also be combined with items using the game’s fusion system, which will cause that 
item to give anything it hits a weakened version of that potion’s effect

Brown potions are more likely to have common effects, and primary colours are slightly more 
likely to have rare effects. The rarity, effects, and how long the potion effects last for are shown in 
the table below, with 1 representing incredibly rare, and 5 representing common.

Name Effect Time Rarity

Health Heals living creatures 1.5HP per second. Drains undead creatures 
instead.

20 sec 4

Poison Drains living creatures 1.5HP per second. Heals undead creatures 
instead.

20 sec 5

Calamity A random event occurs whenever the recipient is hurt 10 sec 2

Protection Attacks against the recipient have a high chance of missing 20 sec 5

Levitation The recipient begins steadily rising upwards 15 sec 3

Flight The recipient gains full flight ability 10 sec 1

Enhanced Potions affect the creature twice as much 15 sec 2

Extreme Senses If used on the player, everything moves in slow motion (including the 
player). If used on a creature, that creature’s AI runs faster (although 
movement speeds are the same)

10 sec 2

Static If used on the player, covers their vision with a static overlay, which 
flares up whenever they take damage. If used on another creature, the 
creature  has lowered accuracy and has almost no accuracy during flare 
ups

20 sec 3

Reflection Projectiles fired at the recipient bounce back 15 sec 4

Surge The recipient emits electricity, which damages any creatures that touch 
it. This affect spreads through water, although it harms the creature as 
well unless it has electrical resistance

25 sec 4

Fire The recipient is now on fire, and is drained 2 HP per second. They will 
burn indefinitely until they die, or touch liquid.

N/A 3
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Fusion

This game features a fusion based crafting system, allowing 
players to combine any two items together. 

Each item consists of a list of physical and visual properties. 
Each of these properties is given a dominance factor, including 
textures. When two objects are fused, their properties are 
merged based on the dominance factor of each property. 

The finished item will always take the model of the first item, 
and will take “Greebles” and “Decals” from the second item. 
Every object has associated greebles and decals, although they 
might not always be visible by default. For instance, a mug with 
a heart on it would have the mug’s handle as its greeble, and the 
heart graphic would be its decal. 

This means that combining a baseball bat with a heart mug 
would produce a baseball bat with mug handles attached to it, 
and a heart logo (Which would not be a particularly effective 
weapon because it would inherit the mug’s fragility).

When certain conditions are met, such as having a high fragility 
or flammability value, the item will have a warning associated 
with it so players know that the item will not be effective. To see 
what this warning would look like, see the Inventory and Fusion 
subsections of the User Interface section.

Name Effect Time Rarity

Hallucination If used on the player, distorts their vision. If used on another creature, 
their AI will believe that random points in the area are the player, 
causing it to attack/run away from them.

15 sec 2

Midas Touch If used on the player, any items they have equipped have their material 
turned to gold. Any creature they attack has a gold texture and 
decreased movement speed. This isn’t as good as it seems since gold 
isn’t a good material

10 sec 1

Beholding If used on the player, every enemy has a glowing outline, even ones 
behind cover. If used on another creature, the creature always knows 
where the player is

25 sec 3

Food Colouring Nothing happens N/A 5

Rock Man Every time the recipient takes damage their speed is lowered 20 sec 2

Caffeine The recipient’s movement speed is increased. If used on the player, 
game speed is slightly increased. If used on another creature, their AI 
runs faster

10 sec 5

Unharvestable The recipient cannot be brought below 1 HP. If the recipient is at 1 HP, 
attacks dealt to them still trigger damage based effects (for instance, 
the Rock Man effect)

10 sec 3

Isolation If used on the player, everything becomes frozen in place. The player 
cannot attack or use items, but they can still move around. If used on 
another creature, the creature will teleport to a random location.

15 sec 2

Rage The recipient deals increased damage. If used on the player, the 
player’s vision is also tinted red and their FOV is increased

10 sec 4

Health Increase The recipient’s max health is increased by 20, although this health is 
empty (So if the recipient is on 75/100, they then have 75/120)

N/A 3

Inventory

Instead of a regular inventory system, the player has a deck of cards, know as the Card Reel. 
Each card can hold one item, and cards can be freely moved around or emptied in the inventory 
screen. When starting the game, the Card Reel contains 4 cards, although players can find more 
cards, allowing them to hold more items. 

Outside of the inventory, the card reel is presented with their cards arranged in a carousel, where 
the central card, also known as the currently Selected card, can be swapped with the item the 
player is currently holding (The Equipped item). Players can navigate the card reel using the Next/
Previous card keys.

Cards can also be combined together using the game’s Fusion system, which is explained in the 
next subsection.

For more information see the Inventory subsection in the User Interface section.

Journal

Throughout the player’s journey, they have access to a cursed journal. This journal plays a big part 
in the game’s story, and also fulfils several mechanical purposes.

Firstly, the journal has a page for every enemy the player has encountered. When the player first 
encounters the enemy, the page simply contains a rough pencil drawing, however every time 
they kill that enemy, they gain XP for that page. Every time they level up, the page becomes more 
detailed, including a better drawing, and notes about its strengths, weaknesses, and random 
trivia.

The second function is the journal’s role in fusion and material information. While in the inventory 
or fusion screen, the player can press the Journal key to access a page about the item’s material. 
More information about it can be discovered by putting an item into an Analysing machine, which 
trades currency for detailed information about the material’s properties.
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Time Limit

To stop players from spending too much time in each level, the game contains a time-based 
threat. Each level is littered with clocks, which are all counting down 7 minutes. 

At the end of the time limit, the vast majority of the lights turn out, the player’s map is disabled, 
and all of the rooms are marked as “completed” (No enemies or loot found in any unexplored 
rooms, but they can be traversed freely). 

The player is then stalked by a dark shadowy creature which lurks in the shadows and tries to kill 
the player before they can find the level exit and escape. The shadow creature cannot be killed, 
although it can be stunned.

Attempting to enter Bob Sloth’s Diner will instead take the player to a long abandoned and 
completely empty version of it. If the player is in the Diner when the countdown runs out, the 
Diner will be replaced with the emptied version once they exit. 

The countdown can be altered or turned off in the difficulty settings. 7 minutes is just an estimate, 
and playtesting should happen to determine the ideal time limit.

 ] Player Experience

When the player starts a new game, they will find themselves in a suburban house that is 
unnervingly tidy. They wake up in their bed, and after getting up are immediately exposed to 
a view from their bedroom window, where they can see a portal in their yard spewing out raw 
meat. 

This level should use a skybox as opposed to a traditional sky sphere, and there should be visible 
seams on the edges so that the player gets a sense that this area is artificial. Whenever the player 
dies, they will be brought to a modified version of this level where the portal is in their bedroom 
and leads straight to Chapter 1 Level 1.

After entering the portal, the player enters the tutorial level.

Tutorial

The player exits into a tutorial level, which draws rooms from the Maintenance level. During this 
level, Bob Sloth will talk to the player, guiding them through the level, eventually leading them 
into his diner. Here, he will give the player the Journal, and release them into the first level in 
Chapter 1.

Chapter 1

This chapter consists of 2 levels randomly chosen from the Chapter 1 level pool, as well as the 
Chapter 1 finale level. These levels are fairly grounded in reality compared to the more surreal 
levels later on in the game. Each level ends with a boss fight and two portals to the next level (So 
the player has an amount of choice in where they go next)

In the Chapter 1 finale level, the player has to make their way through a functional factory that 
packages and distributes the “Mystery Meat” which has been seen in previous levels. This level 
exists to show the player that a large amount of the meat is actually human flesh, harvested from 
dead players. 

Chapter 2

This chapter is a lot darker and more surreal than Chapter 1. After 2 randomly selected levels 
from the Chapter 2 level pool, players play the Chapter 2 finale level, which consists of an office. 
After beating the boss, the boss explodes, damaging the wall next to it. With nothing left to do, 
the player is forced to jump into a nearby pit with a meat grinder at the bottom.

Every time the player defeats the boss, the crack in the wall gets bigger, until it reveals a doorway 
after the 10th victory, permanently unlocking the ability to enter Chapter 3

Chapter 3

This chapter consists of 2 story levels: The Mainframe and The Core, as opposed to the traditional 
formula of 2 randomly selected levels and 1 story level. Both of these levels are linked by 
doorways as opposed to portals, to emphasise the idea that the player is not meant to be here. At 
the end of The Core, the player faces the game’s supposed final boss.

After defeating the final boss, the player escapes the facility, only to discover that there is nothing 
outside, not even stars, just an empty void. A door to Bob Sloth’s diner materialises and he 
explains to the player that they have been trapped in the facility for billions of years, and there 
is nothing left in this universe except for the facility. He says that if the player can destroy the 
facility, he will bring them with him to a higher plane of existence.

Completing Chapter 3 also unlocks the ability to customise runs, although these customised runs 
cannot be used to achieve the true ending

True Ending

To destroy the facility, players must use the fusion system to create explosives and place them 
in specific areas in every level in each chapter’s level pool. After doing this, the player must 
detonate them from within the core, however before they are able to do this, they must fight the 
true final boss. After the final boss is defeated, the player is able to kill themselves, preventing the 
true ending from occurring, otherwise they can detonate the explosives, granting them the true 
ending and deleting their save file. 
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 ] Levels List
Chapter 0

Suburbs
The Suburbs is the first area in the game, being the 
location of the player’s house. Ignoring the player’s house, 
all of the buildings are singular planes, and the skybox is 
visibly poorly made. It is always too sunny and saturated. 
This area repeats on an axis forever, so the player is 
unable to escape.

There are no enemies in this area, and it pretty much just 
exists to be the game’s starting area. 

Tutorial
The first area the player visits. This area draws its levels 
from Maintenance. The player faces no monsters here, 
only Meatbies. Within several rooms the player enters 
Bob Sloth’s Diner

Bob Sloth's Diner
The diner is bright and colourful and always has cheerful 
music playing. Only Meatby based enemies exist here.

Chapter 1

Maintenance
A series of maintenance corridors, car parks, and back 
rooms. Lots of pipes. Fairly industrial. Contains urban 
orientated enemies.

Graffiti
A long abandoned building that seems to go on forever, 
with every surface covered in graffiti. Contains urban 
orientated enemies. Lots of emphasis on ranged attacks 
since there’s so much cover.

Neon Abyss
One of the most surreal of Chapter 1’s levels. This 
consists of brightly lit, neon rooms. If there are 
windows they overlook into nothing but darkness. 
It feels dark and oppressive, but looks bright. The 
shadows are slightly too dark. The ambience is 
chilling and it feels like the building is very high up. 

Abandoned Factory
This used to be part of Platinum Joe’s before the 
facility was fully automated and replaced with 
better technology. A giant sprawling labyrinth of 
rusting walkways, pipes, valves, machinery, and 
crushers. 

Despite being abandoned, some of the machinery 
is still up and running. Additionally, there is not a 
lot of foliage and overgrowth.

The Submerged
A large array of flooded corridors, tunnels and 
swimming pools. The water is too blue and 
too clean. Despite the fact that lots of water is 
involved, nothing should be rusted due to the 
emphasis on over cleanliness. 

Mostly aquatic enemies.

The Subway
The most unique map in terms of level generation. 
The first half of the level is a subway station. The 
second half is a subway train, where players move 
carriage to carriage. The train will then stop to 
allow players to fight the level’s boss at the next 
station.

This level features a lot of urban enemies.

Suburbs

Neon Abyss

Abandoned Factory

The Submerged

The Subway

Bob Sloth’s Diner

Maintenance (And Tutorial)

Graffiti
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Overgrown Ruins
This level consists of abandoned stone ruins within 
some kind of forest. The ruins are solid enough 
that the walls still form boundaries. It takes place 
during the day time.

The enemies here are a lot more cryptid based, 
with antlers and such.

Chapter 1 Finale: The Factory
After the original factory was abandoned, this 
new one was built. This is where all of the meat 
is processed. This is also where the player learns 
that the majority of the “mystery meat” is actually 
meat from the corpses of their failed escape 
attempts.

Chapter 2

The Mall
A mall that once was full of people now lives 
devoid of life, instead taking host to the horrors 
that dwell within. This level consists of both 
brightly lit areas, and dark ominous areas.

The mall should try and draw from the feeling of 
childhood nostalgia and dread.

This level contains a large variety of enemies.

The Labyrinth
A complex network of corridors that seem to go 
nowhere, rooms that open into each other, and 
impossibly long staircases.

Deeply inspired by The Backrooms. Level contains 
high amounts of ambient noises. Lights flicker 
constantly, and doorways should occasionally lead 
into the wrong room.

Overgrown Ruins

The Library of Babel

The Underneath

The TV Forest

The Facade

The Factory

The Mall

The Labyrinth

The Underneath
The darkest and most awful part of the facility, The 
Underneath is a large network of underground 
tunnels filled with every horror imaginable, from 
the worst cryptid enemies and creepy dolls to 
giant protrusions of flesh growing on the walls.

The Library of Babel
An infinitely large library that contains every book 
that has ever been written, and every book that 
ever will be written.

The library is fairly old fashioned, and contains 
mostly cryptid based enemies.

The TV Forest
An abandoned junk-yard that gained new life as 
a mighty forest. The old appliances still remain, 
haunted by forest spirits. It is probably the most 
“natural” map, containing little to no man-made 
structures such as walls. Instead the boundaries 
are formed  by cliffs, steep hills, trees, and piles of 
junk. 

This area contains cryptid based enemies and 
haunted technology based enemies. It takes place 
at night time.

The Facade
Containing none of the false happiness or 
overcompensating with overly saturated colours, 
the facade is a darker version of the original 
suburbs.

The skybox and buildings are still obviously 
fake, however this time the streets are freely 
explorable, and filled with urban and cryptid based 
monsters.
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The Gallery
A modern art gallery, filled with strange sculptures 
and paintings that come to life. Fairly similar to 
the Neon Abyss, but with less of the ominous 
brightness.

Enemies are mostly surreal and art based.

Chapter 2 Finale: The Office
The player is NOT meant to get this far. A fairly 
futuristic office, run by robotic employees. 
Oversees the rest of the facility. Draws a lot of 
inspiration from Soviet control panels

Enemies are all robotic .

After defeating this level’s boss 10 times, the 
doorway to Chapter 3 in unlocked.

Chapter 3

The Mainframe
This area connects the different areas of the 
facility together, providing power and resources. 
The player is absolutely not supposed to be here 
under any circumstances. The player must journey 
through here to reach The Core

Chapter 3 Finale: The Core
The grand finale, the final area in the game. This 
is where the AI that controls the entire facility 
resides. A combination of server rooms and power 
generation. 

The Gallery

The Office

The Mainframe

The Core

 ] World Design

Motifs

The main themes within this game are meat, rebirth, abandonment/decay, tainted nostalgia, and 
surrealism. All of the areas within this game are meant to play into at least two of these themes.

In the early levels, I want the player to feel a sense of mystery about where the meat is actually 
coming from, and horror once they discover by the end of Chapter 1. The meat themes also 
encompass the lack of respect for the dead, with their corpses being carelessly tossed into 
random areas without an attempt to actually use the meat for anything. At the end of Chapter 3, 
it is revealed that the factory doesn’t even do anything with the meat, it just ejects it into space.

In terms of rebirth, the player is constantly being reborn into the same body they once had at 
the start of the game, and the world around them is also reconfigured and given new life. As well 
as this, many enemies and hazards contain objects possessed by the dead that were unable to 
be given new life, such as the haunted televisions. This once again is brought back to the lack of 
actual respect for the dead. Bob Sloth’s ultimate goal is to destroy the facility so he can harness 
its energy to resurrect his dead friend.

Almost all of the levels are removed from their original context. The mall is no longer filled with 
customers, the suburbs no longer contain happy families, the art gallery doesn’t contain any  
visitors, and the offices contain no workers, despite the fact that they are still in use. Many levels, 
such as the Overgrown Ruins, Abandoned Factory, TV Forest, and Graffiti explore what happens 
to abandoned areas, whether they become overgrown, are given new life, or remain as a hollow 
shell of the building they once were.

Many of the areas, such as the Suburbs, Neon Abyss, The Submerged, The Mall, and The Facade, 
will have areas designed to evoke childhood memories. The game aims to show childhood fears 
realised, and innocent areas shown in a new horrifying context. Almost every area will contain 
playgrounds, or some other potential way to evoke a feeling of nostalgia for people who grew up 
in the 90s-late 2000s. The Meatbies are inspired by Furbies, which were a popular childhood toy.

Many of the levels consist of a departure from reality, with twisted monsters and strangely 
positioned rooms. The fusion system itself also features a big departure from reality, since you 
can wield weapons made from every material imaginable, even ones that make sense, such as 
porcelain or leather. A lot of settings are inspired by internet subcultures such as “Weirdcore” and 
“Webcore”, which delight in seeing the familiar turned unfamiliar in interesting and potentially 
horrible ways.
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Core Components

No matter what level you are in, the level should still contain these core components, even if they 
look slightly different.

The Fusion Terminal: This is the device used to combine items together. There is one in every 
treasure room, and every instance of Bob Sloth’s shop, as well as 2-3 in every level.

The Analysis Machine: Allows the player to analyse items at the cost of currency, causing 
information about their forms and materials to appear in the Journal. 

Treasure Room: A special room containing a specific item preset, usually a weapon or an upgrade

Boss Room: Room that specifically contains the boss and the level exit. Often bigger than usual

Boss Key: The entrance to the boss room in each level is locked, and requires a key to open, to 
further inspire players to explore levels.

Meat Portal: Up until Chapter 3, levels are entered and exited through portals which spew out 
raw meat.

Countdown Clock: Every level contains a countdown clock, counting down to the time before the 
level is taken over by unknown creature. If time limits are not enabled, the clocks will be frozen at 
random times.

Batteries: Batteries act as currency, and are found through the levels and occasionally dropped by 
enemies. They come in four variants: CR2016 (1kJ), AAA (5kJ), AA (10kJ), and 9V (20kJ)

Package: Packages contain a random item, absolutely nothing, or a battery.

Water: The player (and some enemies) can swim through this. It can also be used to put out 
fires, although it conducts electricity and will damage the player if electrical items or cables are 
touching it.

Hazards

Spikes: Damages the player if they fall into them

Crushers: Large pistons. If the player becomes crushed between them, they die. Due to this 
nature, they move fairly slowly.

Waste: If the player enters this fluid, they gain the poisoned status effect while they are in the 
waste, taking 3HP of damage. Similarly to water, the player can swim through it, put out fires, and 
get electrocuted.

Electricals: Exposed electrical wire or devices. Deals damage to anything it touches, and can 
even set fire to flammable items. The electrical effect can spread through fluids and conductive 
materials.

Fire: Touching burning objects sets the player on fire, lasting 10 seconds or until they can find 
water to extinguish themselves with. While players are not set on fire, they are damaged by 
touching conductive materials that are on fire.

 ] Items

Due to the nature of this game, it is impossible to list every item that the player will come across. 
I can, however, give a list of example items

Name Description Notes Material

Gun “Rooty tooty point n shooty” Fires bullets at a high interval. Gunmetal

Baseball Bat “Bonk” Deals bludgeoning damage Wood

Sword “Stabby wabby” Deals piercing damage Steel

Digital 
Camera

“A handy device for spotting 
things that shouldn’t be 
spotted, as well as gathering 
material for your conspiracy 
theory blog”

The use button brings up the camera, allowing them 
to see through the camera’s display and see invisible 
enemies. 

Carbon Fibre

Mystery 
Meat

“Raw, fresh meat from 
an unidentifiable animal” 
(ClickHole, 2017)

Either heals or poisons the player (Analysing it will 
tell you which). If it has come in contact with a 
portal, then eating it temporarily reduces the game’s 
saturation.

Meat

Remote 
Control

“An old television remote. 
What will it do?”

Pointing it at a TV based enemy and pressing the 
Use button will stun that enemy for several seconds.

Plastic

Skull “This used to be a man!” Frequently dropped by humanoid enemies. Fairly 
fragile

Bone

Cell Phone “This old phone is made from 
one of the most indestructible 
materials known to mankind”

Will play a ringtone when you use it. It is incredibly 
heavy, causing lots of damage when you throw it.

Nokium

Circuit Board “They used to be part of 
something greater”

Dropped when destroying TVs or other appliances or 
appliance based enemies.

Circuit

Jar of Glitter “Like pocket sand but more 
fabulous”

The use button causes the player to open the jar and 
throw the glitter, giving nearby enemies the blind 
effect.

Glitter

Compass “Always points... somewhere. 
You’re not quite sure where. It 
definitely doesn’t point home”

Points towards either the boss room, treasure room, 
or Bob Sloth’s diner. This effect is randomly chosen 
each run.

Steel

Portable 
Hole

“Nobody knows where this 
hole leads, and nobody wants 
to find out”

A hole that can be placed on the ground. Regular 
enemies and items that fall into it will be destroyed, 
while bosses will take damage before climbing out.

Void

Card Gun “Eject your precious items at 
breakneck speeds. Platinum 
Joe’s is not responsible for any 
damages that may occur while 
using this device”

Launches the currently Selected item at the cross 
hair with high force. Similar to throwing the item, 
but with much higher force, and also the item is 
fired in a straight line.

Gunmetal

Polaroid 
Camera

“Like a regular camera, but 
cooler and more expensive. 
A must have for any fusion 
terminal user”

Prints out photos that the player takes. If these 
photos are of an item, the photo can be combined 
with a material in the fusion terminal to make an 
item made of that material.

Plastic
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Fragility

This game has no durability system. Items 
can be used again and again forever without 
breaking, as long as they are made of a sensible 
material. Items made out of materials with high 
fragility will break after a certain amount of 
force hits them.

Ammunition

The game also has no ammunition system. 
Instead, weapons have a recharge time 
inbetween shots. 

Usually, the more damage a shot does, the 
longer the recharge time is, however this can 
be influenced by fusion like any stat.

Fragility Force Required to Break

10 Dropping from above player’s height (As 
specified earlier in the document, the 
drop button should not break any items, 
regardless of fragility)

9 Being thrown and hitting an enemy

8 Being thrown and hitting a wall

7 Hitting an enemy with it (melee)

6 Falling a great distance/being thrown 
significantly harder/being shot with a 
bullet

5 Being shot from a card launcher

4 Being crushed

3 Being crushed (stalls the crusher for 
several seconds)

2 Immune to crushing

1 Will break the crusher

 ] Combat  ] Creatures

Meatby
• “These cute creatures have been genetically engineered to have a soul, so they can be 

resurrected against their will and tortured for the rest of eternity”

• Looks somewhat similar to a furby, enough that people will get the reference but not enough 
to get sued. More meat themed

• Runs around aimlessly, avoiding danger whenever possible. If attacked by something, will run 
away from that particular creature, even if it causes them to be attacked by another creature

• Drops Meatby Meat and bones on death

• Neutral. Livestock. 

The Servants of Static

These enemies consist of televisions possessed by the unseen forces that haunt the TV Forest

Soldier of Static
• “A vintage television, possessed by an unknown force that is trying it’s best to escape into this 

plane of existence. Doesn’t even seem to be plugged into anything”

• A television set with wiry black arms and legs. Fires projectiles out of the television screen. 

• Will tend to stay away from the player so they can attack from a distance.

Knight of Static
• “A vintage television, possessed by an unknown force that is trying it’s best to escape into this 

plane of existence. Doesn’t even seem to be plugged into anything”

• Television set with wiry arms and legs, wielding a sword made of static that protrudes from a 
smaller screen

• Will run towards players, attacking them with its sword.

Maiden of Static
• “A fairly innocent looking woman with a vintage television for a head. Don’t be fooled by the 

disguise, there is probably nothing of her left. Avoid if you don’t want to meet the same fate”

• Girl in a tattered black dress with a television for a head.

• Aggressively charges players. If she stuns the player, she will try to choke them with a myriad 
of hands reaching out from the television in her head

Weapon Types and Armour

There are 3 different types of damage source in the game: 

Piercing, which ignores plated armour, and deals reduced damage to kevlar armour. Piercing 
damage is usually achieved with ranged weapons, however some melee weapons can use it, such 
as swords. Piercing weapons will give creatures the bleeding effect if they are unarmoured. 

Bludgeoning, which ignores kevlar armour, and deals reduced damage to plated amour. 
Bludgeoning damage is achieved with all melee weapons unless specified otherwise. Bludgeoning 
weapons will stun creatures for a brief period of time if they are unarmoured.

Regular attacks are blocked by both types of armour. These count any miscellaneous damage 
sources, such as poison and fire.

If attacks are unable to ignore the armour, they deal damage to the armour until the armour is 
destroyed, and then they can deal damage to the enemy.

There are 2 different types of armour in the game: Plated armour, and kevlar armour.
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Army of Paint

Humanoid rebels weilding weapons of toxic paint and protecting themselves with helmets, 
masks, and goggles. It should be noted that the paint is flamamble, which can add an additional 
level of hazards if the player isn’t careful. Kevlar armour.

PAINT SOLDIER
• Shoots at the player with a paintball gun. Attacks from the front have a chance to obscure the 

player’s vision for several seconds with paint.

• Makes use of cover, but frequently will try to move closer to the player and attack from the 
front.

PAINT GRENADIER
• Throws paint grenades, which deal damage and blind the player for several seconds. Dives 

behind cover whenever possible

PAINT SPRAYER
• Spraypaints the player’s face, blinding them and dealing damage. 

• Runs towards the player so they can attack.

Radiant Lamps

Animate lamps. Similarly to the Servants of Static, they do not require being plugged in to 
function. They will die if they’re exposed to too much water.

Laserlamp
• A lamp with mechanical legs. A laser protrudes from the top of its head. It rotates itself to face 

the player, damaging them with the laser. 

• Tries to attack the player from a distance. Points the laser upwards when moving.

Mistlamp
• A humidifier lamp. Emits a toxic mist every few seconds in the direction of the player. 

• Does not move

lavalamp
• Emites large bubbles that hone towards the player and damages them. 

• Does not move

Cryptids

Ancient and mysterious creatures. 

Deer Man
• A tall, nude man, with thick hair on his body, as well as antlers on his head. This creature will 

try to impale the player on his antlers. 

• Freezes if the player looks directly into his eyes

The Herd
• A group of humanoid creatures with incredibly white skin and glowing white eyes. They will 

silently watch the player, unless the player gets too close or attacks one of them. Doing so will 
cause the entire group to attack the player once using melee attacks. The herd are undead.

Runner
• A tall, nude man with wrinkled skin and long, spindly limbs. This creature will run towards the 

player and jump onto them, trying to devour them alive. The runner is considered undead

• Avoids light.

Riverman
• A cloaked figure with a bright yellow face. Throws physics objects at the player. Once it is 

holding an object, it cannot move, only rotate. Once it drops the object, it will head towards 
the nearest physics object.

Hostile plants

Evil plants. Being plants, none of them are able to move from where they originally spawn.

Graveroot
• A gravestone enveloped by chaotic, tentacle-like roots. These roots will lash out and attack the 

player if they get within its reach.

• Tries to attack the player from a distance. Points the laser upwards when moving.

SpikePlant
• A plant covered in spikes. Will swivel around until it is facing the player, then release those 

spikes as projectiles.

BrickFlinger
• A mass of random leaves, vines and stems on a wall. Will periodically reach inside itself to grab 

some bricks, and throw them at the player.

• Does not move
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Artificial

All of these creatures were created by mankind, either for art, or some other strange purpose. 

Mannequin
• A white, faceless mannequin. Moves its body in jarring, uncanny ways. Chases after the player 

and hits them with whatever it has on hand

• Freezes if the player looks directly at its face

Glowing Mannequin
• Like the regular mannequin, except stronger, and doesn’t freeze when stared at.

Sculpture Mimic
• Disguises itself as a sculpture. When the player approaches, it reveals its true form and attacks 

them. Will not move until the player approaches, then it will chase them. 

Painting Mimic
• Disguises itself as a painting. If the player approaches, a hand will reach out of the painting and 

attack them.

 ] Bosses

Below is a selection of the most important boss fights in the game, as well as examples of some of 
the non story bosses.

Story Bosses

The player is guaranteed to face these bosses in any run assuming they survive long enough to 
reach them.

The Chopping Machine
• A giant machine. 4 large pipes surrounding the room feed corpses into its gaping jaw, and 

mystery meat is ejected into a pit in the centre of the room. The entire room is sloping 
downwards so anything that stays still for too long gradually slides into the pit.

• The machine has several robotic arms with sawblades attached. If the player approaches, the 
arms attack them with the sawblade, dealing high amounts of damage. If the player tries using 
a ranged weapon, an arm will block it with the sawblade.

• The machine fires mystery meat at the player through a cannon, while a tank in its body visibly 
empties. Once the tank is empty, it connects itself to one of the pipes and restocks on meat. 
During this period it is vulnerable to the player’s attacks.

•  Pipes can be closed by the player. If they are closed, the machine will spend a while opening 
it, giving the player more time to attack.

• If the player falls into the pit in the centre, the machine will fish them out and kill them 
instantly.

• Once the machine reaches 0 health, its protective casing falls apart and the player can enter 
and pull a switch to open the door to the next room.

The eternal Guardian
• A large security drone made from security cameras and wires. The walls of the chamber are 

made from monitors, each showing a different camera feed. 

• The robot flies around the chamber, attacking you by whipping you with its wires and 
swooping down to hit you with its blades. You can tell when it is about to whip you because 
the display monitors will start flashing as that happens.

• Once the boss gets to around 10% health, it will move to the center of the room and 
continuously spin around on the spot while sending out more sporadic and harder to dodge 
whips. 

• Once you bring it down to no health, it will collapse to the floor, cracking it. The first 9 times 
it is defeated, the crack will get bigger, until the 10th defeat (and any other ones after that), 
where it will break through the floor and reveal the entrance to Chapter 3
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The Platinum Executive

• In the centre of The Core, is a giant room surrounded by wires and servers. In the room’s 
centre, is the central processing unit for The Platinum Executive, the facility’s AI overseer. The 
CPU takes the form of a giant sphere surrounded by protective plating. 

• The boss fight will not progress until the player attempts to attack the CPU by trying to deal 
damage to one of the CPU’s plates. When they do this, the plate extends outwards into the 
player and sends them flying into the edge of the room. 

• Whenever the player attempts to head towards the centre of the room, panels in the ceiling, 
walls and floor spring outwards and thrash around in an attempt to hurt the player. While 
the panels are thrashing around, players can quickly dart behind the panels and attack them, 
allowing the player to neutralise this issue, although they will get crushed if the panels retract 
into them.

• While this is occurring, The Platinum Executive sends out robotic avatars to fight the player to 
prevent them from progressing towards the CPU. 

• When the player reaches the CPU, panels will spring out of it to send the player away again. If 
the player dodges this, they can attack the CPU before the plating retracts again.

• After they have dealt enough damage to the core, the plating falls off and it opens up, allowing 
the player is able to call an elevator to the exit

The Amalgamation

• After killing The Platinum Executive and opening the elevator from the CPU, the player must 
plant the final bomb and detonate it outside of the facility. As the player goes to press the 
detonate button, one of the exterior panels springs open and pushes the player into the void 
of space, and they go flying into a portal, where they arrive in a dark chamber. As they go to 
pick up the detonator, a wall is built around it on all sides, preventing them from accessing it.

• A giant abomination seeps out of the floor, eats the cube that the remote is contained within, 
and attacks the player. It is an amalgamation of all of the different areas at once.

• One of its most basic attacks is opening a portal and dropping enemies out of it

• Another one if its attacks is summoning small rooms above the player, which will crush them 
if they land on them. The rooms are enterable and could potentially contain pickups, but will 
collapse very soon after landing.

• Another attack is firing walls and other assets at the player, as well as summoning walls to 
block an attack. There is a 10 second cooldown on this ability, so players can bait it by sending 
a weak ranged attack and then a more powerful one immediately afterwards.

• The play area is constantly changing, growing new hazards and obstacles. 

• Due to the nature of the attacks it is fairly easy to get it to attack itself

• Once it is killed, it explodes, giving the player access to the detonator and the true ending.

Bob Sloth
• Bob Sloth is an optional secret boss you can fight by trying to attack him in his Diner multiple 

times in one run.
• Initially refuses to move from behind the counter
• Whenever he snaps his fingers, it causes doors to open and cloaked figures to emerge from it, 

ready to fight the player.
• Summons magical projectiles that home in on the player
• Once he gets below half health, he pulls a randomly selected weapon, and attacks the player 

with it, acting incredibly quickly.
• If he is killed, the player gains access to all of his stock, but the Diner will be closed for the next 

few runs.

Regular Bosses

These bosses are not vital to the story, and so the player won’t encounter them every single run. 
This is not a list of every regular boss, just some examples.

Queen of Static
• A large mech made of vintage television screens stacked on top of each other, bound together 

by an unknown force
• Slowly walks around the boss arena, attempting to stomp on the player
• Throws televisions at the player
• Televisions fall off it when damaged
• Once it gets down to low health, the televisions will fall off, revealing a singular Maiden of 

Static enemy who has been piloting the mech

Mr Meatboy
• An abandoned mascot for Platinum Joe’s business reanimated by unknown forces. The mascot 

is a raw steak with legs but no arms and a large, cartoon smile and a moustache. Considered to 
be undead.

• Clumsily charges towards the player. Will trip over any obstacles
• If it gets close enough to the player, it will headbutt them

The Librarian
• A feathered cryptid with large, black eyes. Despite resembling a human in every other way, its 

head can still swivel around.
• Reads from ancient books, which have different effects such as summoning spirits that follow 

the player and attack them or building a protective wall around it.
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 ] Characters

Platinum Joe
Platinum Joe was originally a simple farmer who 
dreamed of running a small business selling baked 
goods.

When he was younger, he was exploring the ruins of 
a spacecraft crash site when he found a cursed time 
capsule, and absorbed the personality of a long dead 
dictator.

Immediately, he began to expand his simple farm 
beyond what was ethically appropriate, using his 
charming appearance to his advantage, until he was 
colonising entire planets in the name of his business 
empire.

He accidentally discovered the resurrection 
properties of the facility when his spacecraft 
experienced a meltdown in the middle of space 
when crossing into the area and he survived. 
Immediately afterwards, he built a space station 
there, and gradually expanded it until it dwarfed all 
of his other projects.

While it was originally intended as a simple source of 
resources, he eventually used it to torture journalists, 
political opponents, and protesters who opposed his 
business practises.

He eventually died happily in old age without ever 
facing the consequences for his actions

Bob Sloth
Bob Sloth is a general from a long forgotten war on a higher 
plane of existence. His search for a way to resurrect his dead 
lover/comrade has led him to the facility, where he aims to 
destroy it and harness its power to bring his lover back to 
life.

Bob Sloth is incredibly capable but also incredibly lazy and 
refuses to do any work for himself, instead preferring to 
help others accomplish his goal for him from the safety of 
his Diner, serving delicious food and selling whatever items 
he is able to pick up.

Bob Sloth is in no way related to Bob Ross, and just happens 
to be an incredibly big fan, to the point where he changed 
his name and hairstyle to match. He is also not American, 
despite running an American Diner.

His Diner appears in almost every level of the game, where players can spend currency (kJ) to 
buy cooked food, which is used as a healing item, as well as random weapons and somewhat rare 
items used for fusion. His Diner also has a fusion device. If players repeatedly try to attack him in 
the Diner, he will retaliate as a secret boss, but only as a last resort.
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The Platinum Executive
The Platinum Executive is the facility’s robotic overseer. Built with self learning capabilities, it kept 
learning and learning over the billions of years of its existence, expanding the facility as it went 
until both the Executive and the facility were completely unrecognisable.

The Executive still holds many of the same views and opinions as Platinum Joe, and is completely 
content with the knowledge that it is a key component in the largest and most convoluted torture 
device in history.

As the central overseer, it has the ability to summon portals in any location, as well as rearranging 
the layout of areas. It can also create new areas, which it will occasionally do if data suggests 
that doing so would increase meat production time. It is completely okay with being repeatedly 
“killed” by the player as long as meat is still being produced by them, and in fact delights in the 
player’s journey, since their determination produces higher quality meat.

The Cursed Meatby Journal
The result of months of tinkering, the Meatby 
Journal is a book with a soul, designed to curse 
whoever picked it up to never be able to put it 
down.

Bob Sloth made this from a Meatby, a cursed 
journal, and various other texts and enchanted 
items, with the purpose of creating an object 
that could travel with a victim of the facility and 
save their memories

It is fairly sarcastic, making snide comments 
whenever the player screws up and expresses 
genuine surprise whenever they accomplish 
even the most basic of tasks, although Bob 
Sloth installed a mute switch for this specific 
reason. It also contains a headphone jack, just 
in case you want it to insult you within the 
privacy of your own headphones.

Without this journal, the player character 
would lose their memories upon death, just like 
they’ve experienced for the past several billion 
years of resurrection.

 ] Narrative

The Discovery of Resurrection
Platinum Joe was on a regular journey in a luxury space cruiser when his spacecraft experienced 
a fatal fault in its oxygen supply, killing everyone on-board and tearing the ship apart. Several 
minutes later, Platinum Joe awoke within the ruins of his ship, determined to live to tell the tale, 
but unable to do so, dying again from oxygen deprivation. After several days of dying and being 
resurrected, Joe was picked up by a nearby trading ship. 

He immediately began research on the location, eventually discovering that anyone who dies in 
that area will become resurrected several minutes later as long as they have a strong enough will 
to stay alive.

The Founding of the Facility
Deeply inspired by this discovery, Joe built a permanent research facility in the area and began to 
try and engineer a livestock with enough of a will to live that it could survive death itself. While 
he was eventually able to succeed, creating the Meatby, a round, pump birdlike creature with no 
feathers and taste similar to pork, they had no desire to continue living within a factory farm, and 
so he had to build a giant free range farm instead, making sure their every needs were cared for. 
But it worked. Platinum Joe’s was soon able to generate infinite meat, and soon it began paying 
for itself. 

Meanwhile, groups formed protesting against Joe’s new source of meat, saying it was inhumane 
and playing god, with some going so far as to try and break into the facility themselves.

So Joe kidnapped them, and trapped them in the facility. He quickly discovered that humans have 
a much stronger determination to survive, especially while trying to attempt to escape, and so 
he expanded the facility even further to allow them the illusion of escape. The problem was, if 
escape was too hard, then they would become despondent and eventually lose the will to live 
and die for good, and if escape was too easy, they would actually escape, which was completely 
unacceptable. 

So Joe found a way to direct their souls into specific areas so that they would always wake up in 
the same way, and worked out how to make sure they forgot everything upon death. Except, of 
course, the knowledge that they were not meant to be there, and that he was responsible. 

And it worked perfectly. The more determined they were, the nicer the meat tasted, and the 
quicker their bodies reformed, and he was so good at marketing that he somehow managed to 
get away with selling “Mystery Meat” to every store in the known universe (That, and the fact he 
abducted anyone who tried to stop him). 
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The Platinum Executive
Platinum Joe was well aware that his facility wasn’t as good as it could be. There was always a 
way to improve, and it was getting quite tiring to deal with, so he built an AI called The Platinum 
Executive, designed to work out the most efficient way to increase meat quality and production, 
and soon everything was fully automated and self sufficient. 

And when so much fear and terror existed in one place that creatures from the unknown began to 
appear to feed on it and join in the fun, no one batted an eye, because there was no one around 
to do so. As far as The Platinum Executive was concerned, these horrific monsters added to the 
experience and made the meat even better. 

Eventually, Platinum Joe died an old man, without ever having to face what he had done. 
Eventually, other food businesses sprung back up, no longer terrified of being tortured. Eventually 
everyone forgot about the facility, and Platinum Joe himself. Eventually humanity died out. 
Eventually, the stars burned out, one by one, and eventually, after billions of years, the last star 
vanished, plunging the universe into eternal darkness. 

Except for the facility.

The only thing to remain. Forever expanding.

And then Bob Sloth arrived. He’d heard about a point in the universe where nothing could die, 
and travelled to the end of time to harvest its energy to bring his long dead lover and comrade 
back to life. But the facility still remained. 

And so, Bob Sloth set up shop inside of the facility, making sure to keep under the radar, hoping 
that one day, someone would be able to break free and help him destroy the place for good.

True Ending

The player's journey is explained in the Player Experience section.

After the player defeats the Amalgamation, they can press the detonate button. Doing so will 
blow up the facility, sending them floating into space from the force. As the player floats away, 
a door appears, and Bob Sloth pulls them into the Diner. He then jumps out the door into space, 
and begins performing a ritual, and rubble from the explosion is sucked towards him suddenly, 
forming a shell around him. After a few seconds, the shell explodes ejecting the rubble into space, 
leaving Bob Sloth hugging a man in a red sweater. Bob Sloth and the man climb back through the 
door into the Diner, which he closes behind them, then thanks the player for everything they have 
done for him
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